Irving forces destroy installations

IRAQI FORCES DESTROY INSTALLATIONS

Baghdad, Iraq (AP) — An inferred reporter said missiles hit Baghdad on Tuesday night, reflecting the highest casualty toll of any action in the war. Both sides were readying the right equipment to end support from other countries.

In Washington, the State Department said the Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact nations were sending supplies to Iraq through the Jordanian port of Aqaba. A spokesman John Trattner said he did not know what types of supplies the Soviets were sending.

Moscow reports that Iraq was still neutral in the conflict.

Iraq, which claims up to 100 killed and 300 wounded in Iraqi missile attacks, reported major gains in the central sector of the front. President Abdulhamid Bandi-Sadr told Tehran Radio "we are entering the final phase of the war." Revolutionary leader Ayatollah Khomeini said victory was certain and Iran planned to replace the Iraqi regime with a new government in Baghdad.

Iraq said its forces "continued to destroy enemy installations," but Baghdad did not confirm that it used Soviet-supplied ground-to-ground missiles for the first time in the conflict. Baghdad Radio said Iraqi forces "were destroying vital military and economic installations" at Dezful and that the city was "under the weight of our missiles." It said Dezful was hit by missiles and also accused Iraq of bombing two hospitals in Ahwaz, 70 miles to the south.

With the war in its 18th day, both sides stepped up diplomatic efforts. Iran said it planned to send a delegation to friendly countries to explain Iran's stand and that Iran also hoped to put the question before the U.N. Security Council.

President Saddam Hussein of Iraq, apparently seeking outside aid or new mediation efforts, sent envoy to six countries — Turkey, Greece, Italy, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Western diplomats in Ankara "believe" Hussein's envoy requested Turkish mediation and to send a message to (unidentified country).

Secretary General Habib Chatti of the Islamic Conference wanted to go to Tehran and Baghdad in a new effort to promote settlement of the war. President Mohammed Zia ul-Haq of Pakistan said in a telephone conversation with the Iraqi president that Iraq had been asked for mediation help.

In Tehran, Prime Minister Mohammad Ali Rajai told a Japanese television correspondent that "America is in no way concerned" with the 52 American hostages held in Iran since Nov. 4. Rajai was quoted by the Tehran Radio as saying in the interview that "even if all (hostages) were killed, America would not consider it important, for it is not the common type spread by mosquitos.

He has made a practice of distributing the supplies to the needy, and he also is conscious of Bill's condition. Banus explained, "I suspect a great many people like myself have offered every mass in the name of our enemy."

"We've not gotten used to Bill's absence, but the office can't be paralyzed. We are taking steps to keep the office running while still making certain that our work gets done," he concluded.

Sec. of State Muskie to speak on policy

by Laura L. Larimore
Senior Staff Reporter

Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie will deliver a foreign policy address, open to the public, in Washington Hall, Saturday at 10 a.m. This marks the first appearance of a Secretary of State on campus since Cordell Hull visited Notre Dame in 1934.

Muskie is appearing under the auspices of the Center for Continuing Education. Muskie will be introduced by Congressman John Brademas (D.). Both will be guests of Father Theodore M. Hesburgh later that afternoon at the N.D. Miami football game.

Brademas and Muskie were honorary degree recipients from Notre Dame in 1969, and the Secretary of State presently serves on the Select Commission for Immigration and Refugee Policy chaired by Fr. Hesburgh.

Due to vehicle restrictions in force on football Saturdays, a limited number of special stickers allowing access to the campus and parking near Washington Hall will be available for the general public. These may be obtained at the information desk of the CCE. Parking is also available in the fee lots used by the football fans.

Secretary Muskie, sworn in May 8, 1980 as the 56th Secretary of State, began his political career in the Maine House of Representatives, elected to terms in 1946, 1948, and 1950. There, he served as Minority Leader during his second and third terms. From 1951-52 he was the State Director of the Office of Price Stabilization and from 1952 to 1956 (continued on page 3)

Fr. Tooley remains in intensive care unit

By Marty Mosby

Fr. Bill Tooley remains in critical condition in the intensive care unit at St. Joseph's hospital, according to an official Campus Ministry report released yesterday.

His neurological and vital signs have stabilized since Monday when surgery was performed to relieve intracranial pressure on the brain.

Earlier in the week, doctors confirmed that Tooley is suffering from "encephalitis caused by hepatitis virus," but no further clinical details have been released.

Important questions such as why the priest fell ill remain unanswered; however, it is certain that this type of encephalitis is not the common type spread by mosquitos.

The Campus Ministry office has made a practice of distributing daily medical updates in an effort to keep rumors to a minimum since there is an aura of uncertainty surrounding Fr. Tooley's illness.

"His illness is like a roller coaster situation; it changes daily," Fr. Len Banus, local superior of the Holy Cross Community, commented.

During his ten years as director of the Campus Ministry at Notre Dame, Fr. Tooley has touched many who are now showing their concern for him.

Phone calls have been coming in from all over the country, Fr. John Fitzgerald, associate director of Campus Ministry, said.

"The community, in the broadest sense of the word, is very concerned of Bill's condition," Banus explained. "I suspect a great many people like myself have offered every mass in the name of our enemy."

"We've not gotten used to Bill's absence, but the office can't be paralyzed. We are taking steps to keep the office running while still making certain that our work gets done," he concluded.

Singapore Student Government announces budget allocations

by Mary Larrix
Saint Mary's News Editor

Saint Mary's Student Government announced $4105 yesterday to nineteen campus clubs, according to Kathy Kanehann, student government treasurer.

The board relied on specific budgeting interventions and the results, "It was hard in some cases to decide how much to allocate," Kanehann said.

"The board rested on specific guidelines to reach financial decisions. It's granted depend¬ ed upon the plan of expenditure, the number of students that the club would reach and how well the club was established."

"It was hard in some cases to make the allocations, but we felt that we were fair and are happy with the results," Kanehann said.

Chatti of the Islamic Conference wanted to go to Tehran and Baghdad in a new effort to promote settlement of the war. President Mohammed Zia ul-Haq of Pakistan said in a telephone conversation with the Iraqi president that Iraq had been asked for mediation help.

In Tehran, Prime Minister Mohammad Ali Rajai told a Japanese television correspond¬ ent that "America is in no way concerned" with the 52 American hostages held in Iran since Nov. 4. Rajai was quoted by the Tehran Radio as saying in the interview that "even if all (hostages) were killed, America would not consider it important, for it is not the common type spread by mosquitos.

The Israeli government proposed new plans to build a new Jewish settlement in the occupied territories for a total area of 1,000 square miles. The plans, submitted to the Israeli government by its Agriculture and Housing Minister, are expected to face opposition from the United Nations and the international community.

The Israeli government has been under pressure to vacate the settlements in the occupied territories, which are illegal under international law. The settlements have been a source of tension between Israel and its Arab neighbors, and have been a major obstacle to peace negotiations.

The Israeli government has been under pressure to vacate the settlements in the occupied territories, which are illegal under international law. The settlements have been a source of tension between Israel and its Arab neighbors, and have been a major obstacle to peace negotiations.

In Lebanon, a group of armed Palestinians attacked a U.N. base in the south of the country. The attack, which left two U.N. peacekeepers dead, was the latest in a series of incidents that have raised concerns about the stability of the region.

The Israeli government has been under pressure to vacate the settlements in the occupied territories, which are illegal under international law. The settlements have been a source of tension between Israel and its Arab neighbors, and have been a major obstacle to peace negotiations.
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About 300 workers will return to work Monday at both the General Motors Corp.'s Delco Electronics plant in Kokomo and Guide Division plant in Anderson, company officials said. Delco spokesman Marilyn Grant said yesterday, 194 Kokomo workers will be called back Monday as GM gears up for its 1981 production. Normally, 11,000 workers are employed at the Kokomo plant, she said, the plant that 400 remain on indefinite layoff. About 1,300 workers have been employed at the Anderson 232 Guide Division plant laid off, but 1,056 have been recalled since June. Indiana & Michigan Power Co. spokesman Howard Carroll, who credited President Donald C. Cook nuclear generating plant off the southern Lake Michigan shore near Bridgman, testing workers' responses and the readiness of local law officials said. The federal Emergency Management Agency will issue a report on the drill to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which oversaw Berrien County has a disaster plan that meets its requirements, the utility said.

A treaty on friendship and cooperation was signed by President Hafez Assad and Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev yesterday in the Kremlin, Tass reported. The signing was held over the last 48 hours, and arrived aboard Komsomol three-day official visit. There were no immediate details on the content of the pact, but Syrian officials in Damascus had reported earlier that the treaty included military co-operation.

The Humane Society of the United States has sent a telegram to Neiman-Marcus protesting the department store's Christmas catalog, which advertises "his and her" gift packages. The Humane Society's President John Hoyt said Wednesday the birds are an endangered species are "not an appropriate gift." "The ostrich is not a living version of Sesame Street's 'Big Bird,' nor should it be considered in the realm of consumer products... These are birds whose numbers are dwindling in the wild and who should not be used as giant feathered trinkets for people ill-equipped to raise them," Hoyt said in the telegram. Ostriches are large birds, growing as heavy as 300 pounds. They are extremely difficult and are known to give a forceful kick either in greeting or in anger, he noted. The Sultanate of Oman has given Georgetown University $1 million to establish a professorial chair in Arabic and Islamic literature. Presenting a check to university president Timothy S. Healy yesterday, Omani Ambassador to the United States Sailek Salaman said the Sultan of Oman, Qaboos bin Said, "believes it is only possible to understand the vast complexities of contemporary Arab culture by having an appreciation of the Arab and Islamic cultures and the Arabic language at its center."

Requesting political asylum, a Cuban man and woman fled a Havana-bound tour group that got off an East German jetliner during a refueling stop here yesterday, officials said. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police said they would hold the woman in protective custody until they determined whether she wanted to return to the plane or stay in Canada. The Interfug plane, carrying the group from East Berlin to Havana, remained at the airport pending further investigation, with the couple remaining abroad.

Business executive from Bendix Corp., Mary Cunningham resigned yesterday, two weeks after the rapidly promoted, 29-year-old woman denied that she was romantically involved with the company's chairman, M. Cunningham, vice president of strategic planning for the nation's 88th-largest company, said in a statement that the controversy surrounding her relationship with Bendix chairman William Agee "impaired my ability to carry out my responsibilities." Cunningham's friendship with Agee became a subject of national gossip when, on Sept. 24, Agee announced from her ability and not from any personal relationship.

Partly sunny and mild today with a 20 percent chance of showers or drizzle. High in the mid to upper 60s. Mostly cloudy and cool tomorrow. Low in the low 40s.

The Church vs. changing mores

I am told that copies of The Observer rarely reach the Vatican these days, but I think those folks find our recent McHally Poll, which accurately reflects student thought on the subjects of birth control and contraception, most interesting.

The poll, published Wednesday, shows that Church teaching on the issue of abortion has indeed taken hold: 62 percent of all students would never consent to an abortion for either themselves or their partner. Church teaching on contraception, however, is another matter and one that should be linked to the abortion issue. On this subject, 88 percent of the students voiced their rejection to Church wisdom, a scant 28 percent agreed, and 8 percent showed no opinion.

An Associated Press story which the same day provided a larger view of the issue. It reported a 76 percent rejection of Church teaching among American Catholic women, all of whom use contraceptives, many of whom are presumably married.

For Catholic clergy, this question must be a tough one. The same AP story on Wednesday reported that some 49 percent of American priests really believe contraception to be immoral. How do they handle the question there? Perhaps some have resigned. Perhaps, as Henry Hetherington did 10 years ago when, during a speech on campus contraception, he asked the control, he announced: "I am a Catholic, and I am a priest. But I don't see how anyone can be against birth control — in one form or another.

This statement, examined closely, is meaning- less. The phrase "birth control" or "contraceptive" includes abstinence, and using the phrase "birth control" rather than "contraception" reinforces the ambiguity. The strong affirmation of his faith and position in the Church, followed by the word "but" suggests some possible break with conventional teaching, though the phrasing that follows suggests none. Thus the listener may interpret the statement however he or she wishes.
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Barnes outlines rape prosecution

By Diane Mazurek

In response to a growing concern for rape, University organizations last night presented a workshop designed to develop a better understanding of rape in the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's community.

St. Joseph County Prosecutor Michael Barnes (ND '63) outlined the steps a rape victim takes after the crime. Although the necessary tests can be taken up to 72 hours after the assault, it is extremely important that they be performed as soon as possible. The police should be informed immediately to assure maximum protection. A rape victim is assigned a prosecuting attorney by the State to whom he/she then consults to file the formal charge of rape.

The attorney then reports to a judge in order to obtain a warrant for the defendant's arrest. Approximately seven months will pass, Barnes explained, before the case comes to trial. The trial is usually a very trying situation for the victim as the defense asks what the prosecutor called "some very pointed questions, some very graphic questions".

Due to Indiana's Rape/Shield Law, which defines rape as any sexual activity against the will of the victim, evidence of the victim's total involvement in repelling the attack need not be proven. Thus, odds favor the prosecutor, according to Barnes. If found guilty, the defendant can serve from two to 50 years in prison depending upon the degree of damage done to the victim. The person who was raped could receive as much as $10,000 from the State for actual damages under provisions in the Violent Crime Compensation Bill.

Responding to a question, Barnes strongly discouraged the use of weapons for defense. He said that use of a gun is considered a Class A misdemeanor in the state of Indiana. He added, "Many times the ways students conduct themselves make them prime targets for those so inclined (to crime)."

Anyone with information about a rape is urged to contact the Sex Offender Unit hotline anytime at 219-3344, Psychological Services' crisis hotline at 733-6353, or Security at 4444.

POLISH POET WINS NOBEL PRIZE

STOCKHOLM: Sweden (AP) The 1980 Nobel Prize in literature was awarded yesterday to Czeslaw Milosz, and exile poet, novelist from Poland who became an American citizen 10 years ago.

Milosz, 69, professor of Slavic language at the University of California at Berkeley, was cited by the Swedish Academy of Letter as a writer of "uncompromising clear-sightedness. He is honored for his extensive poetical works in the Polish language as well as for his prose.

This was the second time in three years that the academy chose a writer with roots in Poland. The 1978 literature prize went to Polish-born Isaac Bashevis Singer, a master storyteller writing in Yiddish in New York, many of whose works are set in Poland.

Milosz, the third literary Nobel winner in the Polish language after Henryk Sienkiewicz 1905 and Wladyslaw Re- mond 1924, said in Berkeley that he was "touched and honored." He said he planned to accept the $212,000 prize money here Dec. 10 but his wife, who is "sickly," probably would not be able to accompany him.

Milosz whose name is pronouncedches-love Melosh said he still writes in Polish but now also translates his own poetry and other works into English. He said "translation is a great problem for a poet" and his poems are perhaps best appreciated only by those who master Polish.

Last year's winner, Greek poet Odysseus Elytis, also translated his own works. The last American writing in English to receive the award was novelist Saul Bellow 1976.

The literature award was the first Nobel prize announced this year. The prize in medicine will be announced Friday, the peace prize in Oslo Monday and the remainder later next week.

The academy cited Milosz, born in Vilnius in what was then Lithuania but is now part of the soviet Union, as a writer "who wish uncompromising clear-sightedness voices man's exposed condition in a world of severe conflicts." Academy secretary Lars Gyl- lensten, responding to questions from reporters, denied there was any political connec- tion or connection with recent developments in Poland. That country continues to undergo political shuffling resulting from extensive labor unrest during the summer.

"We got the prize on his literary merits, not because he is an ex-Pole," declared the academy spokesman.
Deaf/mute battles legal system

CHICAGO (AP) - For 13 years, Donald Lang has been trapped in a legal maze of courtrooms, jails and psychiatric facilities. Never in that time has he uttered a word to indicate he knows his future is at stake.

He can't. A 33-year-old deaf mute with limited sign language training, rejected by the public schools, Lang cannot speak or communicate effectively.

But Lang's advocates will soon learn whether he will stand trial on charges of murdering a prostitute in 1971, as Circuit Judge Joseph Schneider is expected to rule on the issue within a few weeks.

The subject of a book and a television movie, "Danny," Lang has already waited most of his adult years for lawyers, doctors and judges to decide about his life.

He was first charged in the 1965 stabbing death of a prostitute, but the case was dismissed in 1971 because of questions about his competency, because some witnesses were dead, and some evidence had been lost.

Focus

Lang was released, and five months later, another prostitute was fatally stabbed. He was convicted of her murder in 1972, but the Illinois Appellate Court ruled in 1975 that he should be retried once he can aid in his defense.

He's had some training since then, but Ken Fletcher, a public defender, says, "We can't prepare a defense obviously. You've got a man here who most likely has no concept of what it means to be held for trial or what it means to be in prison."

"We can't even communicate (that) we're working on it (Lang's defense)," said another public defender, Don Pauli. "He just waves us off. I'd like to be able to have five minutes to explain what we're doing for him. We don't even have 10 seconds."

Lang's attorneys say the indictment should be dismissed because Lang has been denied his constitutional right to a speedy trial. Even if he can be taught to communicate, Fletcher says, it might take three to five years.

That would put the trial 12 to 15 years after Lang's arrest.

"Our position is that at this time, whether or not Donald Lang can be made fit is a moot question," said Fletcher. "No matter what he does it's too little, too late.

Experts have tried to determine if Lang can ever learn enough to help with his defense.

Two psychologists and two psychiatrists have told the court that Lang cannot understand enough to communicate with his lawyers and know what's happening at his trial. But a doctor hired by Lang's brother contends that with three to five years of intensive work, Lang could stand trial.

Even if Lang can be taught sign language, said Pauli, he will have passed a critical stage in development that he will never be able to explaining things verbally. But, happened to him when he was non-verbal.

Lang does make his wants known, and what he wants is to go home. But almost everyone involved agree that home is not the place for Donald Lang. His mother is dead, his father is ill, and other relatives can't care for him.

"He puts three fingers in front of his face, like bars, and shakes his head...meaning he doesn't want to be in jail," Pauli said. "He makes movement with his fingers in front of his mouth...like the talking of lawyers and judges. He's tired of them.

"We're not recommending that he sit the streets," said Pauli, who argues the former dock worker should be put in a training facility.

Mark Epstein, attorney for Lang's brother, Julius, agrees supervision is needed. "We're hoping that things can become forward and say, 'We'll take over the training of him.'"

He says Lang needs daily sign language training and should be given a year to see how he progresses.

And Epstein says Lang should stand trial: "Either his innocence has to be established or the truth has to come out to show he paid his debt, so he can be accepted in society."

WHO SHOT M.O.?

Benjamin Beaurevers - the philandering millionaire?
Madame Beaurevers - the cheating wife?
Josefa - the scorned lover?
Morestan - the hardened clerk?

Find out. A SHOT in the DARK
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, Oct. 10 & 11
WASHINGTON HALL
8:00 p.m.

More everything than Dallas!
President Carter went public with a softer, toned-down attack on Ronald Reagan yesterday, but independent John Anderson declared, "It's to late," and insisted the President's chances of holding on to the White House are fading.

Carter's rhetoric was milder as he began a two-day Southern campaign swing in Tennessee, where he told a news conference, "I am an environmentalist...I am for clean air."

The Republican candidate, however, renewed his attack on the Environmental Protection Agency, which he said sometimes insists on "unreasonable and many times unjustifiable standards" to clean up the air. Reagan also turned down an invitation by a Tampa, Fla., television station for a "joint appearance" with Carter when both are on Florida today. Carter accepted the proposal, in which he and Reagan would answer questions from different locations, but Reagan's he said no deal unless Anderson included.

The independent candidate campaigned in New York, where he told a news conference that Carter apparently had concluded that his "base and the center by abandoning long-held, far-right positions."

Carter's new, gentler campaign became apparent as soon as he landed at Bristol, Tenn. Absent was his previous assertion that Reagan's election could split the nation along racial, regional and religious lines.

In its place was: "I want to see the nation united. North and South — united. Black and white — united. Rural and urban — united."

The President adjusted his style after his campaign advisors concluded that the sharper anti-Reagan language of the last five weeks was backfiring.

Later, the President told a "town meeting", he disagreed with Reagan's suggestion that the United States has no choice but to stay neutral in the Iran/Iraq war.

...McDonough (continued from page 1)

...McDonough cited the inadequacies of the Conservative and Liberal post-World War II governments. "Of all the grievous woes from which Britain is suffering, far more are caused or partly caused by errors in economic policy...and the great thing about economic factors is that...they are equally the easiest things to identify and to offer a remedy for. Most economic errors in Britain have been directly the fault of government," he said.

McDonough further commented that government's duty is to indirectly hold down inflation through limited spending. Through this process, other problems can be more adequately tackled.

"Once you've got inflation under check...then your social and moral and political problems and all the spin-offs can with luck, under that umbrella of the right economic policies, find a new and better level," he said.

Quoting Keith Joseph, the Secretary of State for Industry, McDonough summed up the Conservative Party's philosophy about curing the ills of society. "The end of inflation wouldn't solve our other problems, but it would create an environment within which they will be solvable in the course of time."

Considering the views which led to the present state of affairs in Great Britain, McDonough indicted the administrations of the post-war period with charges of "poisoning" the system through, "progressive, direct, nationalization...the welfare state...laws which produce an anti-enterprise culture...a heavily politicized trade union movement, that ceased to be representative years ago...and totalitarianism, the idea you can create a structure of society through the statute books."
Paramount Pictures Presents a Wildwood Enterprises Production "Ordinary People"
Donald Sutherland • Mary Tyler Moore • Judd Hirsch • Timothy Hutton • Music Adapted by Marvin Hamlisch
Based Upon the Novel by Judith Guest • Screenplay by Alvin Sargent • Produced by Ronald L. Schwary
Directed by Robert Redford
A Paramount Picture

Some films you watch, others you feel.
The high incidence of off-campus crime continues to plague students, despite the positive efforts undertaken by both the South Bend government and the Off-Campus Commission (OCC) to allay break-ins and the like. South Bend Mayor Roger Parent's recent allocation of $30,000 to the city police department is an encouraging step in the right direction. However, it should abate somewhat the claims made by ND-SMC students that the city government is indifferent to their plight.

The additional funding, taken from federal revenue sharing funds, will allow for 555 more man hours in a two-week pay period. This rise in manpower should reduce the near-skeleton force that cannot be expected to keep up with the caseload.

This state of affairs does not, however, absolve the department of its responsibility to protect all the residents of South Bend, Nor, according to City Attorney Richard Hill, should it. "But Hill" sees that a partial solution to the problem must involve the students taking a more active role in crime prevention.

At a recent meeting called by the OCC to discuss crime prevention methods however, only a handful of the off-campus students attended. This apathetic response is shameful, especially after the students so quickly and so vocally cast aspersions on the city's lax standards and apathy toward the students' situation.

As Hill points out, students are an "easy mark" for robbery. They are not home much of the time and their relationship with the rest of the neighborhood is not, for the most part, entirely positive. Although this seems almost unavoidable because the different lifestyles involved, neighborhood groups now forming to fight crime provide an excellent opportunity for students to open channels of communication.

Students, in the long run, have the final responsibility for their own protection. The police, with their limited resources, cannot be expected to stop all crimes before they occur. The best defense against crime is a better, sharper form of protection.

The police budget increase has already produced some results, as an undercover squad last week conducted a successful raid in the Five Points area. This indicates that the police are serious about fighting crime, but it also strengthens the students' reluctance to discuss this, or any, matters of public interest regarding crime, with The Observer, stuff don't do much good talking about the communication problem still exists. Their refusal to acknowledge the importance of an informed student body is unreasonable and less than advantageous to both the student O-C community and the police.

The Observer's purpose, "...and there will always be a disproportionate number of 'Sad guys' so long as students continue to leave the artificial shelter of the residence hall and remain in the 'real world.'" The positive move made by Parent shows that students do have a voice in the community, even if the "real world" is loudly to be heard. Actions, though, speak louder than words.

As TV moved into the era of color, the candidates moved along with it. Candidates learn to look the part their looking for bright lights, memorize their scripts, and even play one network against another. Today, candidates hire media analysts and highly paid advertising managers from run-of-the-mill to ads and media strategies. Just as some genius decided to employ a slogan like 'The Pepsi Commercials' to sell soft drinks, so another genius decide that in 1968 it was time for Nixon and in 1972 for the More Year. These strategies are designed for only one thing, and that is to sell the candidate to the public. This year, with the level of attacks against candidates now rising to a consistently ugly level, that sale is being made at any cost.

The other night as I was innocently watching the eleven o'clock news, a picture of a Caribbean genius decide that in 196£ it was time for Eisenhower. Kennedy's use of television as a lethargic image of the previous President, Dwight Eisenhower. Kennedy's use of television as a tool to portray a consistently ugly level, that sale is being made at any cost.

It appears to be on target. And, when the crime rate increases, a must involve the students taking a more active role in crime prevention.
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The other night as I was innocently watching the eleven o'clock news, a picture of a Caribbean genius decide that in 196£ it was time for Eisenhower. Kennedy's use of television as a lethargic image of the previous President, Dwight Eisenhower. Kennedy's use of television as a tool to portray a consistently ugly level, that sale is being made at any cost.

It appears to be on target. And, when the crime rate increases, a must involve the students taking a more active role in crime prevention.
in assuming the leadership of the Free World after World War II, the United States committed itself to the "containment" of Communist expansion and in order to protect the human and democratic values of all free peoples. The Soviet Union, obviously, was the focal object to be isolated, and, consequently, anti-Soviet rhetoric has ingrained in the collective American ego a "we-they" mentality; indeed, we have been conditioned as far as we set up America as a demagogue of opposition to Communist aggression.

Through the progression of time, we have witnessed the U.S. reacted to its perception of containment's original intent. Rather than taking the initiative and build and sustain free allies as begun in grand fashion by Great Britain, France, and Portugal, the Plan, the focus of U.S. policy has shifted to the negation of Soviet power, if that is even possible, negation means to sacrifice human and democratic rights on two levels: first, they
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Jim Kelly, the East Brady, Pa. High School legend, whose number 12 jersey has retired upon his graduation is well on his way to becoming a legend at the University of Miami.

He's presently rated by some watchers as the finest quarterback the team has had since George Mira received the Associated Press Offensive Player of the Week award after that game, "It's a great honor. I'm very excited about it, but it really should go to everyone. I don't feel the offense gets enough credit," Kelly said.

Kelly completed nine of 13 for 144 yards against the Rattlers, and helped the team get revenue for last year's terrifying 16-13 loss on a missed field goal in the final seconds.

Then came the Southeastern Conference Championship Houston Cougars, and Kelly combined with Rodrigo for the 14-7 win. Kelly completed five of 12 passes for 78 yards in the air.

It is obvious that the offense has taken a back seat in national re- cognition so far, with the way that the defense, first in the nation against the run, has been doing.

Being in command of the starting quarterback position over backups Mike Rodrigue and Mark Richt says it all. It's a great feeling. It's really good to be playing constantly. I don't like to sit on the bench."

Kelly feels that the offense has improved immensely, but they are still making a few critical mistakes, such as backs running the wrong way. He is confident, though, that the errors will clear up soon. His own improvement, Kelly says, must come in passing accuracy.

Kelly wants to be the best quarterback that the school has ever had. This year his goal, along with his teammates", is a bowl. He wants to prove that the team is as good or better than the coveted defense. He would also like to go pro.

"If figure, by the time I graduate in two more years Terry Bradshaw will be ready to retire, so Pittsburgh will be looking for a new quarterback. I'd like to be the one to take his place."
Sports Editor

Talk about good news and bad news — Jim Stone, a senior halfback for Notre Dame, has heard it all this week. The first good news came when Stone realized he would see a lot of action against the Hurricanes, a real chance seeing as Miami boasts the best defense in the nation against the rush.

The bad news involved Stone’s squatmate, Phil Carter. Carter, who Stone is slated to replace, sustained a severely bruised thigh in last week’s contest against Michigan State. It’s hard to adjust to in your old good luck when it involves the misfortune of a good friend.

A visit from his father 2,000 miles away in Seattle, Wash., has to be good news.

"They don’t get out as often as they would like," Stone said Jim earlier this week when discussing his family’s upcoming visit. "This weekend will be the first time this year that they’ve come. It’s especially nice that they’ll get a chance to see everyone play."

But Jim Stone and his family have to be anything but happy this week as brother Dan lies in a hospital bed back home recuperating from knee surgery. Dan, who joins Jim and a third brother, Chris, as an Irish football player, suffered torn cartilage in his knee playing against the physical Spartans.

"During training I didn’t influence them in any way," said Jim of his younger brothers’ decision to play for Notre Dame. "I decided to stand by them and support them all the way."

As far away from home that I am, I am having them (Chris and Dan) around helps keep me company."

But just how did Jim, a graduate of John F. Kennedy High School, come to choose Notre Dame? "I was really hoping to stay at home, like USC or Washington!"

"But my father wanted me to stay at home and go to Washington. But after we talked it out, he saw that Notre Dame was the place for me."

"My reasons for choosing to come here were simple. It has everything I wanted. It’s a good school and has a good athletic program; plus it offers good job opportunities after graduation.

"Not only is Jim the senior Stone brother, he is also the senior member of the Notre Dame backfield."

"I’m the only senior running back, and I think the guys look at me as their leader," says Stone, who finished sixth in the nation last year in kickoff returns with 19 for a 25.0-yard average. "I try to keep them going in practice and in the game."

"I always think the team comes first, and if I do the best I can, hopefully I can help the team."

"The kids do look up to Jim," says Jim Gruden, the Irish running back coach. "He’s very personable and they all like him a great deal."

"He’s the senior and not starting, but he works the same as a freshman, I think that says a lot for his attitude."

"Family, that’s this year’s theme," said the big brother of Irish running backs. "I’m very close and push each other."

"I have held the position as backup for Vagas Ferguson and now Carter isn’t worried about not holding a starting slot."

"I don’t think you necessarily have to start," said Stone, who confesses to that boyhood dream of playing pro football. "You just have to perform."

"I hope to help the running backs."

"As far away from home as I am, I have my family (Chris and Dan) around helps keep me company."

"The Irish Extra"

Sports Writer

Despite being considered an open spot only one month ago, there is now little doubt as to who owns the starting left guard position on Notre Dame’s offensive line. Standing at 6-3 and weighing 252 pounds, Robb Gagnon seems very comfortable opening holes for the Irish offensive unit.

Although classified by many as being a left guard spot is indeed his new home."
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Preseason prognosticators ranked many an exuberant football star when the question of Notre Dame quarterback came up. Who replaced Tiny Rusty Lisch? Would Dan Devine start a freshman? The question certainly came old in a hurry.

The opposite end of that question, knowing three years later, when the Irish were deep in receivers — their returning trio was considered one of the finest in the nation — is how close Toman really came to all expectations so far.

Senior flanker Pete Holohan has certainly held up his end of the burden. A three-year veteran on the pass receiving corps, Holohan also has turned into an effective blocker this season.

"Pete is a very versatile player," says Notre Dame coach Dan Devine. "His size (6-3, 230 pounds) certainly makes him an asset as a receiver and as a blocker. He has a good pass of hands and can run with the ball when he catches it. What more could you ask for?"

Holohan, a native of New York, N.Y., has flagged down five passes this year for 95 yards and one touchdown — equal to his TD reception total as a sophomore and junior.

"I just like to be involved in the play," says Pete, "whether I'm either the receiver or the blocker. On the sweep I'm the first one down field so naturally I am being used as a blocker often or as the receiver on the play.

"I was a blocker often to the Irish lineup as a regular his sophomore year following pre-season surgery to Tom Domini. He was the quarterback of the shoes quite try-rallying, finishing second in receiving with 20 catches for 301 yards while starting seven games."

Last year Holohan, an American Studies major in the College of Arts and Letters, started all 11 games and ended third on the club with 22 receptions for 386 yards and a 17.5 average.

Irish fans will remember Holohan as the receiver of the touchdown pass that capped a futile Irish comeback at Southern Cal two years ago. He also caught four passes each against Air Force and South Carolina last year.

"Playing here has been fun," said Holohan. "The guys on the team are good friends and we enjoy what we do. It's been very rewarding — I have no regrets.

"I know a lot of people were saying we had perhaps the best trio of receivers in the school history this year and I'm sorry about me, but I can sure say so for the other guys. They make it easy for me."

"As a team this year, we have to take each game one at a time — with our schedule there is no other way to do it, we're optimistic but we can't look too far ahead. Tomorrow, for instance, Miami is going to be a very tough team."

Holohan came on the Irish campus his senior year with quite a list of honors. A senior at Liverpool High School, he became the first athlete in New York state to become first team All-American in both football and basketball. Chooing between basketball and football, in fact, was a decision he had to make.

"It sure was not an easy thing to decide," explained Pete, "but I do know that this is a team with an awful lot of potential. If they stay a close-knit group, there's no telling how far they can go."

With Dan Devine's job opening up at the end of this year, has the Missouri native given any thought to being the next coach at Notre Dame?

"I haven't even begun to think about the future," answers Toman. "I'll let that take care of itself."

Well would you like to someday return to the head coaching ranks?

"Oh, you bet. That's what I live for in this game."

It's something Ron Toman has been living for since his high school playing days. If he keeps it up, it's also going to be something he will get.

Injury update

Reports issued today announced Irish tight end Dean Mastrandrea would be absent from Notre Dame's lineup for up to four-to-six weeks with a sprained ankle. Starting tailback Phil Carter will also remain sidelined during the Miami game. Carter sustained a bruised thigh in last week's game at Michigan State. Cornerback Dave Diosmann should see action against the Hurricanes despite an ankle injury aggravated in the Spartan contest.
Band show features alumni reunion

If you think that you are seeing double during the band's halftime performance Saturday, don't worry. There will be an extra 25,000 people in the stands that didn't come for the game.

It's the first band alumni reunion. People representing the classes of 1931 through 1980 will be playing and marching along with the 1980 band. The forward pass.

The 1980 band will play a medley of circus marches including "March of the Siamese," "Down the Line," "The King and I," and "And Stripes Forever." The next selection features the slow brass theme "Tobacco Road." From this style of march the band switches to a famous Austrian composition, The Tinder Holbachchamber. The last number is "Hoizhackerbuam."".

Game Notes

SITE: Notre Dame Stadium, (59,075)
TIME: 1:30 p.m. EST

RADIO: Notre Dame-Mutual Radio

TELEVISION: Notre Dame-Metrosports Replay

WNDU-TV
Vitality into each other. dancer from the dance; both breathe would be like trying to separate the condition of one's experience as an artist impressions as a woman. To discuss be denied that the condition of summer stock to the dramatics of point of performance. You might and have eventually worked to the use everything we have experienced...front of a full auditorium.

In our group ranges from professional and New York's accepting a high school diploma in our abilities and to the best of our current women artists have come out of nowhere. It represents a thing in weaving. It symbolizes a woman's existence. Her work is women's Art because it is born in celebration of women. Her work is for the group is "The Outcasts". How often is poured out to bring this fine musician to Notre Dame, and if this concert is any success, it will be the beginning of a series of smaller concerts in the art Museum. Tickets are only $4 and $5, and are available by calling 232-6414 or by going to the Century Center Box office.

The Feminist Art of Louise Pierucci Holeman

The paper and fabric exhibit by Louise Pierucci Holeman on display in Saint Mary's Moreau Gallery through Oct. 17, 1980, stands as a celebration of women. Her work is based on the women's Art because it is born in emotions that work their way outward, thus presenting an insight that is intrinsic to female Holeman's art possesses a universal appeal, yet it is a message that is especially for the female gender.

Why should one distinguish be women and female artists? But if one's experience as an artist reflects her stature, then it cannot be denied that the condition of women in general must influence a woman's life. Holeman's experience and fiber directly reflect her own interests as a woman. To discuss her work without discussing her life would be like trying to separate the dancer from the dance; both breathe vitality into each other.

When viewing Ms. Holeman's work, one immediately recognizes by the grid motif that resounds throughout. This motif is nothing new in the world of art. Painter Piet Mondrian, and his heir, architect Mies van der Rohe, found the self-contained, rectilinear divisions to possess an elegance as well as a host of rhythmic possibilities. Perhaps coincidentally, many contemporary artists and abstract expressionists have converged upon the idea of drawing on one plane. An example would be Eva Hesse, for whom the grid offers a structured surface in which to define her obsessions.

Holeman's prototype is derived from "having tried almost everything," then finding, in the "boxy" shape of the grid motif that resounds throughout. This motif is nothing new in the world of art. Painter Piet Mondrian, and his heir, architect Mies van der Rohe, found the self-contained, rectilinear divisions to possess an elegance as well as a host of rhythmic possibilities. Perhaps coincidentally, many contemporary artists and abstract expressionists have converged upon the idea of drawing on one plane. An example would be Eva Hesse, for whom the grid offers a structured surface in which to define her obsessions.

"I've always wanted to be a boy," Holeman states without fear of derision. Her wish springs from the fact that men have always been trained to achieve, "to improve themselves", while her role was enforced with the "do for others" syndrome. Her battle cry now, is to impel women to realize how to give themselves to others, without taking themselves from themselves.

Teri L. Cafaro

The forty-three-year-old Holeman purports to be a feminist, but that admission came only after an emotional maturation, in which she was able to shake off the old bonds usually connote with the label, a feminist in her vernacular is "a woman who can support herself whether she is married or not", not an emancipating female with lesbian tendencies.

During a talk, in serious but encouraging tones, she addresses the female facade of the work experience and living and working and then begins to build a network of support amongst women, to acquire female roles models. "Don't look at yourself and believe you can do anything."

The life and work of Ms. Holeman can serve as a source of inspiration to any aspiring female. Not only is she an internationally known fiber artist represented in permanent collections as well as corporations, but she is also a college professor having taught art at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh from 1975-79.

Choosing to leave her comfortable Pittsburgh surroundings of 20 years, she recently moved to Austin, Texas, to do graduate work and teach part time. She lives in a new lifestyle, finding Texas to be "not so smooth and so rugged but much more real" than their Pennsylvania counterparts.

Her materials range from paper to wood to synthetic fiber and the content of her work runs the gamut from "strictly decorative with no intrinsic value" to a subject that is intertwined with psychological narrative. Still, indubitably, woven throughout these sundry abstract and expressionist is the very complex, provocation of the human in Louise Pierucci Holeman.

Teri L. Cafaro is a Humanities Studies major from Saint Mary's College.
LETTERS TO A LONELY GOD

A Letter from David to Jonathan

Rev. Robert Griffin

When I think back to how we met, I laugh. There we were on the corner, feverishly digesting literature and making a lot of noise about Jewish identity. When I tried to ignore you, you chased after me, so I reason with me. I retreated in my obstinacy, for Judaism was a thwart and inhibition to my "free expression" and "total creativeness." Wof, the more we argued, the more irritated I became, until we found ourselves shouting at each other. How I despised you, and yet, you made me feel compelled to read your message. With the utmost reluctance, I tore a message from your hands, and, as you have read, marched off in a half.

I don't think that I have ever read so much emotion in a single message...I realized in shock that you were right. Not only was Judaism relevant for me, but every single thing that I did in my gay life reflected the deep yearning in my soul for TORAH and my hunger and thirst for Judaism. My gay adventures and inclinations actually proved my need for TORAH.

I found the letter written by David to Jonathan at the 42nd street park at the foot of Bleeker Street in Greenwich Village. Mimeographed, i it was a handout given to a small group of people. The letter is written in a passionate heart!

The story involves a filmmaker (played by Allen) who goes to a bar to be loud, to drown out the feelings of emptiness. What I truly yearned for was the real highlight of the week, the SHABBOS. The SHA- BBOS was given by God to the Jewish people as an eternal gift. Every SHABBOS God becomes something close to us...Once a week, a Jew takes a majestic journey into PARADISE, a wondrous, perfumed garden...it is when the Jewish people join God in holy matrimony. The Jewish people are a bride to God, and SHABBOS is the marriage between them.

Every single thing I did in my gay life reflected my true hunger for Judaism, because neshomah, my soul, was essentially mocking his fans with the thing that I did in my gay life. And yet, you made me feel comfortable. I can tell you that I was a homosexual, and my gay life is relevant for me, but every single thing I did in my gay life reflected the deep yearning in my soul for TORAH...it is the ultimate experience in intimacy, tenderness, sensitivity, deep love.

I wandered with friends the dark, narrow, winding streets, in and out of theaters, searching for romance and adventure. What I really sought was the extraordinary experience of learning TORAH...it is the ultimate experience in intimacy, tenderness, sensitivity.

I was deeply entrenched into the slave-master scene, and into sadomasochism...I wanted to negate myself to another. I really wanted to negate myself to God by becoming a pauper, but it instead which fed my holy wisdom. I bounded myself in chains and received whippings...I needed to bind myself up to God by winding around myself daily the strings of the Tallis and, wrapping myself with the Talis...I needed to identify. I wore out of my back pockets a handkerchief to advertise as a sign my sub-group. My Michael forced me to wear their pockets, the fringes of the tassels as a sign of their meaningful identity.

For the highlight of the week, I went to the Yeshiva. The davonic approach had to be loud, to drown out the feelings of emptiness. What I truly yearned for was the real highlight of the week, the SHABBOS. The SHABBOS was given by God to the Jewish people as an eternal gift. Every SHABBOS God becomes something close to us...Once a week, a Jew takes a majestic journey into PARADISE, a wondrous, perfumed garden...it is when the Jewish people join God in holy matrimony. The Jewish people are a bride to God, and SHABBOS is the marriage between them.

This is not a letter, especially in its entirety, which leaves one feeling comfortable. One always wonders, hearing the street preachers making their pitch, if souls are made cheerful by the efforts of social workers. This was a literal experience in intimacy, tenderness, sensitivity.

Woody Allen has succeeded in repeating his past works simultaneously mocking his fans with the film Stardust Memories. Moviegoers familiar with Allen's work will find nothing new in his latest effort. On the surface, that's serious. Essentially, Allen tells me the audience, "I am playing me in this movie and this is what I think." It's not a subtle autobiography, like Annie Hall to Manhattan, but instead it lays it out on the table.

Yet, it's a free country, and if you want to abuse those who like you, "why not?" It's a country of free speech. If the laws are against libel, then we have no one to但对于 abusive letters found on park benches seem like graffiti that has no readers, like the clowns scratched by prisoners on their cell block walls.

In Greenwich Village, one suspects that many letters are written by a lot of Davids to Jonathans with words of love. In New York, there's a mountain of unprinted, uncontrolled passion and self pity, stuff are intellectual lamebrains.

It is disturbing about the movie is the side of himself Allen exposes that has not been seen before. It is a passive vessel into which he pours his holy wisdom. I bounded myself in chains and received whippings...I needed to bind myself up to God by winding around myself daily the strings of the Tallis...I realized in shock that you were right. Not only was Judaism relevant for me, but every single thing I did in my gay life reflected the deep yearning in my soul for TORAH...it is the ultimate experience in intimacy, tenderness, sensitivity.

I am playing me in this movie and this is what I think." It's not a subtle autobiography, like Annie Hall to Manhattan, but instead it lays it out on the table.

Yet, it's a free country, and if you want to abuse those who like you, "why not?" It's a country of free speech. If the laws are against libel, then we have no one to

REVIEW FEATURES

'Stardust Memories': Jaded Rebash

Ryan Ver Berkmoes

effects (e.g., What's Up, Tiger Lily?), are brainless baboons, and those who appreciated his recent stuff are intellectual lamebrains.

Yet, it's a free country, and if you want to abuse those who like you, "why not?" It's a country of free speech. If the laws are against libel, then we have no one to

The three love interests are played by Charlotte Rampling, Marie Christine Barrass (both sufficiently infuriating European sex symbols), and the domestic Jessica Harper. Their performances, like most of the others, are quite good, given their roles as victims of Allen's vehicle of hate.

In retrospect, sadly Woody Allen seems to have only been spoiled by success. Stardust Memories is his statement that, "I'm successful and I'm going to let you know it." He has forsaken many of the qualities, no longer the naive neurotic we could all identify with. Allen treats them like so many props for his pleasure!

Among Ryan Ver Berkmoes' other duties at the Observer, he reviews movies. His columns appear on Fridays.
Campus
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10
12:15 p.m. — lecture, "enforcement of ethics in the U.S. congress," William geoghegan, esq, 101 law school.
3:30 p.m. — perspectives in the philosophy of science, methodology of science; descriptive or prescriptive? prof. card, j. hempel, mem. library aud.
5:30 p.m. — lecture, "unidentified workers; current immigration research in Mexico," dr. jorge hustamante, colegio de mexico, 541 cahap.
4 p.m. — earth sciences lecture, "practical aspects of geophysics," william j. hasking, 101 earth sciences building.
5 p.m. — inaugural lecture, "the strange world of chemical oscillations & catastrophes," dr. roger a. deitrich and ann bourjaily.
7 p.m. — concert, notre dame alumni lounge following mass.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11
7.9, 11 p.m. — film, "all the president's men" carroll hall smc.
Sunday, october 12
11:30 p.m. — questions and answers, fr. joyce, washington hall.
Peanuts
MAYBE YOU'RE A WARBLER... SOME WARBLERS GO "WEESEE WEESEE WEESEE"!
OF COURSE, IF YOU DON'T SEE THEN YOU CAN'T SAY "WEESEE"

Molarity
REALLY MITCH THE WAY YOU TREAT ME YOU'D THINK WE WERE BACK IN HIGH SCHOOL.
I'M A WOMAN ONE WITH AS MUCH EDUCATION AS YOU, I'M MAKING IT THROUGH THE SAME SYSTEM AS YOU!
I DON'T KNOW WHY YOU DON'T GIVE ME THE RESPECT I DESERVE

Michael Molinelli
YOU EXPECT ME TO RESPECT SOMEONE WHO STILL SLEEPS WITH A STUFFED PUPPY NAMED FRANKIE?

Charles Schulz.

FORGET IT!

The Daily Crossword

FRANK ZAPPA
in concert
Notre Dame ACC
Friday Nov 14th

Student Lottery
Sunday, Oct.12, 7 p.m.
LaFortune Ballroom
bring Student ID

$9.00/$8.00

Mass followed by supper every FRIDAY at the

BULLASHED

5:15 pm
Spikers head for St. Francis

by Mark Hannakula
Sports Writer

Following a tough loss to a strong Indiana State team, the Notre Dame women's volleyball team will head for Joliet, Ill., where it will take part in the St. Francis Tournament. A total of six teams are scheduled to compete in the tournament, which is slated to get under way this evening, including St. Mary's, Chicago State, and host St. Francis College.

"This tournament is run in a pool format," Notre Dame Coach Sandy Vanslager said yesterday. "I think with the breakdown that we have, we have a better than 50-50 chance of reaching the finals. If we make it that far, we will probably have to face Chicago State, and they're supposed to be better than Indiana State from what I hear. I would have to say that they're the team to beat."

"But if we make it that far, or even the semi-finals, I'll be extremely pleased."

Thus far this season, the Irish have struggled to a 1-3 record, having won only 16 points in their three conference matches. The Irish were up against Purdue-Calumet, a Division I foe that held them to a Division II score. Against Sycamores was especially tough because the Irish were up against a Division I foe that held them to only 16 points in winning all three matches.

While the loss was a disappointing one for Vanslager, she is far from ready to give up on the season.

"Our problem Wednesday night was that we weren't hitting hard enough. We weren't putting as much power into our shots as we normally do in practice. I think that might be because the girls were a little bit nervous about playing a Division I school. But we have a very young team, and we are capable of playing better than we did."

"Just now we are beginning to come together as a team," she concluded. "I'm not too disappointed in our season performance yet. I think maybe once we get by this tournament, we can pull out the last part of our schedule."
Nick Buoniconti [center], former linebacker for Notre Dame and the Miami Dolphins, former Miller Lite athletes who have defected to does a new commercial spot with comedian Norm Crosby [left]. Buoniconti is one of three former football greats/players who have defected to do a similar spot for the Natural Light beer.

Successful Buoniconti rips NFL

Bruce Lawless
AP Soccer Writer

Nick Buoniconti received a degree when he left college to play pro football and because of his foresight while he was playing, he did as a player during the 1960s and '70s, and sees athletes using 14 different pitchers this fall a lot of fun for both the current players, and their predecessors.

...Irish

(continued from page 19)

Notre Dame boasts an impressive team batting average of .313 with sophomore Rick Christ leading the way with an even .400 mark. Senior Jim Montagano leads in the hits category with 14 and runs batted in with 11. He tied with captain Mike Jamieson for the lead in doubles with five.

Bob Bartlett, despite losing 6-1 to Indiana State at the Bradley Invitational, lowered his earned run average to 1.58 in 17 innings. Bartlett owns a 2-1 record.

Sophomore Steve Whitemyer, who has yet to give up a run in six innings, and freshman Bob Hickey, have been penciled in for mound duty against Valparaiso. Gallo, however, has used 14 different pitchers this fall so don’t be surprised if Whitemyer and Hickey are only used for a couple of innings each.

The Irish will relax tomorrow to watch the annual Alumni game beginning at 9 a.m.

“...We’ve had terrific response to the Alumni game,” Gallo said. “A lot of players, including Notre Dame’s first baseball all-American – Rich Gonski (1964 graduate and now radio personality for WIND in Chicago) – are coming back. It should be a lot of fun for both the current players, and their predecessors.”
George Iams is a good kid. His mother saw to that.

"Rather than pressure me into playing the game, she used to kind of use it against me," recalls the starting center fielder on Coach Larry Gallo's Irish baseball team. "It was a way for her to keep me in line. She would say things like 'If you keep it up, I'm not going to let you go out and play ball today.' That was enough incentive for me."

"But they never really pushed me into the game. They didn't have to. With two older brothers around, I became interested in the game fairly early. I played with them and their friends all the time. I was always around the older guys," he said.

"The only thing I didn't really like was his playing football," replies Mrs. John Iams, George's mother, to her son's charges.

"We never really tried to keep him from playing-ball, although with so many of us around (George is one of seven kids in the Iams family), I suppose I could have said that a few times."

"We thoroughly enjoy going to the games now, though," said Mrs. Iams. "We try to see all of them. We're pretty well represented at times, too. Counting grandchildren and all, we can get as many as 17 people to a game."

George Iams has benefited from staying out of trouble. A native of South Bend, Iams took his 1977 Clay High School diploma and shoved off for Amherst, Md., which speeded his collegiate career as a Midshipman outfielder at the Naval Academy.

One year later, Iams decided to return to South Bend and to Notre Dame and, after sitting out a year, Iams joined the Irish baseball team.

"To go to the Naval Academy, you almost have to want to make the Navy a career," said Iams. "They wanted nine years of my life, and after I decided after a year that that really wasn't for me. I'm glad I had a school like Notre Dame to fall back on. I haven't lost anything in terms of education. I'm a million times happier here than I was there."

Thus far this season, Iams, who is a senior mechanical engineer, has appeared in ten of the 11 Irish contests, collecting nine singles in 27 at-bats. He is fourth on the team in walks, and tied for fifth with five stolen bases. Herein lies his major asset to Gallo's squad — he gets on base.

"I'm a million times happier here . . . ."

"It's very comforting for me to know that I can shuffle George anywhere in the line-up, and I'll still do a good job for us," Gallo said by phone earlier this week.

"George is a hard worker, and he hits well to all fields. He always seems to get on base, and once he does that, his speed makes him a major threat for us."

"He was our best hitter in the Bradley Tournament going four-for-seven with four of five walks, three stolen bases and three RBIs. He's a real spark plug for us.

"George could very easily bat in the top two or three positions in our line-up," Gallo continued, "but we need as much speed at the bottom of the lineup as possible. He hits well for us in the sixth spot, and I'm happy to have him there.

"Our fall season is a time for us to do some experimenting, though," he concluded, "so our line-up is by no means set. Everybody wants to be a lead-off hitter, and I will try to give as many people that opportunity as I can. I will probably bat George second this weekend if he gives me a chance to show what he can do, and to take that pressure off of some of the people who haven't been hitting, and I'll see what happens."

Such a switch by Gallo would give Iams a chance to pursue one of his goals for this season — being one of the top-three batters in the Irish order.

"I would like to hit in one of the top three spots in the order," says the 5-7, 170-pound converted left-fielder. "It would give me more of a chance to get on base. But I haven't really thought that far, and I'm hoping this can be the year. I'd also like to hit between .300 and .400, and top that with at least 15 stolen bases."

"As far as team goals go, our objective this year is to get an NCAA bid. We are going to strive to have as least as good a season as we had last year. Since we finished 29-8 last season, I guess 50 wins would be a big goal for us too."

Iams, who has yet to make an error this season (knock on wood), has apparently adjusted well to his new centerfield position. The starting leftfielder for then-Coach Tom Kelley last season, Iams was switched due to the loss by graduation of Greg Rodeme, and the theory of new Coach Gallo.

"I can't really say enough about George."

"I'm a very firm believer in the "strength up the middle" theory," says Gallo, "where you are strong defensively at the catching, second base, shortstop, and centerfield positions. George has such excellent speed, and is so good defensively, that we are very confident with him out there. With him and Danny Saizko (Saizko) in center and right, we know that anything hit out that way is going to be caught."

"George and Dan really complement each other well in the outfield. They have been playing together for a few years now, and they know each other like a book. They both have excellent speed, and, as I said before, we know that they're going to bang down anything hit out there."

Iams agrees with his coach when it comes to Saizko.

"Dan and I are good friends, and we play pretty well together. He and I get a lot of at-bats, and we try to help each other in that respect. He pushes me alot, and I push him too. We're always pulling for each other."

As a senior, Iams will be faced with a choice come May concerning what type of work he will want to pursue. It seems, however, that his mind is already made up.

"It's always been my dream to play major league baseball, but frankly, I'm not sure I'm good enough to be drafted. I would love to play ball if I got drafted, but I don't know that's a realistic possibility. I mean for one thing, scouts realize that they cannot match the salary that most people graduating from here will receive in their first year, and being that I'm married now (to the former Tracey Troeger) that will probably have some effect on my decision. I guess I'll just have to wait and see."

"George has a lot of responsibility on his shoulders right now with a wife to support," said Gallo. "But he is a fine individual and an excellent student, and I know he'll do just fine no matter what."

"I can't really say enough about George," concluded Gallo. "He is just a pleasure to coach. He's always working to try to improve his game. I'm superstitious you wanted to use would adequately describe him. I consider him a real asset to the Notre Dame community, I just wish I had 15 players exactly like him."

Yes, George Iams is a good guy. He had to be.

---

**Books Are A Great Gift Idea**

Explore the SECOND FLOOR of the Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore

**Subjects Include:**

- BEST SELLERS
- COOKBOOKS
- ART
- RELIGIOUS
- BLANK BOOKS
- CHILDREN'S BOOKS
- TRAVEL
- SPORTS
- RELIGIOUS
- UNIVERSE OF NOTRE DAME 1981 CALENDAR

**Before Rockne At Notre Dame** By Chet Grant (An old Notre Dame Football before Rockne), $9.95.

**Dame 1983 Calendar** By Professor C. Thompson. $5.95 A lasting gift (the 15 prints are framed). The University of Notre Dame A PORTRAIT OF ITS HISTORY - A CAMPU S BY PROFESSOR THOMAS SCHLERETH (A ILLUSTRATED History of Notre Dame, Hardbound $25.00, Paperback $7.95).

**The Fighting Irish** By William Dalby Williams, Foreward by Theoni Jennis, regular, $12.95, now on SPECIAL $6.95. Dramatic History of Notre Dame Football through the years. Includes a gallery and exclusive photos.

**Football Saturday Hours** 9am-1:30pm 3pm-5:30pm

"We aren't JUST textbooks you know!"
Irish nine to face Valparaiso
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by Dave Irwin

Sports Writer

Notre Dame will travel to Valparaiso this afternoon for a doubleheader beginning at 2 p.m. The twinbill was originally scheduled for last Saturday afternoon, but the Irish nine, home-and-home, series, but the first contest, slated for September 30 at Notre Dame, was rained out. The Irish and the Crusaders now hope to play two games of seven each.

The Irish upped their record to 5-1 in conference play with three straight wins last weekend to capture the Bradley Invitational. Head Coach Larry Gallo, predicts the Crusaders won't roll over and play dead for the Irish. "Valparaiso will field a very strong ball club," Gallo said. "The two teams have built up a tremendous rivalry and it's always an exciting series. We're coming off a very good weekend, so I hope the momentum continues for us." In the series, the Irish have won 21 of the last 30 meetings, including seven of the last 10.
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Head for N.Y.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — The Kansas City Royals strung together four straight hits in the third inning, including Willie Wilson's two-run triple and an RBI double by Ed Sprague, and held on to edge the New York Yankees 5-2 for a commanding 2-0 lead in the best-of-five American League Championship Series.

Dennis Leonard, Kansas City's only 20-game winner, scattered seven hits before giving way to Dan Quisenberry, top reliever in the League this year, following Reggie Jackson's leadoff single in the ninth.

The Royals jumped on New York's Rudy May and scored all the runs they needed in the third.

No team ever has rallied from a two-game deficit in any league championship series since the current playoff method began in 1969.

The Yankees will call on 22-game winner Tommy John to try to get the series back into the third.
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